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OVERVIEW

ACTIVITIES
The second phase of the Frankfort - Franklin County 
Comprehensive Plan process included multiple feedback 
opportunities and outreach efforts in November and 
December 2022. This included an online survey, two 
open house events, and five satellite meetings. The Open 
house events had an extensive public discussion with 
staff and consultants, and various interactive exercises 
such as: 

• reviewing existing land use

• planning future land uses

• identifying special interest areas, and

• reviewing the drafted vision statement 

The online survey covered the same content as the 
in-person meetings, but gave those unable to attend 
in person the opportunity to provide feedback. The 
satellite meetings were held at five locations throughout 
the County and were meant to get staff out into the 
community to meet residents where they’re at. Meetings 
were held at the Peaks Mill Fire Station, Farmdale Fire 
Station, Dolly Graham Park, Westridge Elementary, and 
Paul Sawyier Library.

PARTICIPATION
Engagement in this phase was constructed to 
encourage feedback on all aspects of the community 
to gauge key concerns, needs, and demands. All input 
provided through the various mediums was collected 
and analyzed to identify key themes and priorities that 
resonate consistently in the community. Findings from 

the analysis are presented on the following pages. The 
total participation of each engagement was:

• Public Open House – 74 participants

• Online Survey – 108 responses 

• Satellite Meetings – 42 participants

SPECIAL INTEREST AREAS
The meetings used the following special interest areas 
to gain specific feedback on key areas within Franklin 
County:

• Downtown

• Holmes Street Corridor

• I-64 Interchange Areas

• US-127 South Corridor

• Riverlands (North of Frankfort, between the 
Kentucky River and Elkhorn Creek)

After discussion, it has been determined that the special 
interest areas used during the Open House need 
adjustments, so expect different boundaries for these 
areas in upcoming documents.

OVERVIEW
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VISION STATEMENT 
TAKEAWAYS

• We asked residents how well the vision statement 
represented the community’s future; the mean 
response was 76%

• The most requested addition to the vision statement 
is needing to mention “Heritage Tourism”

• The biggest issue with the statement was its length 
and many suggested presenting the statement as a 
bulleted list

VISION STATEMENT
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DOWNTOWN TAKEAWAYS

Downtown Frankfort has experienced a tremendous uptick in growth 
and reinvestment in recent history. Residents discussed expanding on this 
momentum with a focus on activating the riverfront, infill development, 
enhanced pedestrian and multi-modal networks, preserving historical 
character, adding fresh produce options, prioritizing nightlife balanced with 
family-friendly activities, supporting affordable housing programs, and using 
existing commercial corridors as economic anchors.

WHAT WE HEARD:

• Focus on protecting, activating, and bringing 
people to the riverfront.

• Keep commercial activity around existing 
commercial corridors and small-scale. When asked 
about small-scale development along Capitol 
Avenue, 56% responded they would support 
increased development, 17% said they do not 
support the development, and 27% did not answer.

• Historic preservation is very important for 
protecting character and sustainable development 
as long as growth and progress is not stifled. 80% 
of respondents said Historic Preservation was 
important in Downtown. 2% answered no. 18% did 
not answer.

• We need an independently run grocery store.

• Prioritize businesses that attract people to 
Downtown; there’s a need for nightlife entertainment 
and children-friendly activities.

• Research and understand affordable housing needs 
in the community.

• Focus on infill development.

• Prioritize pedestrians and walking trails.

WHAT’S NEXT:

• Expand on where infill and economic opportunities 
are located.

• Survey historical preservation sites.

• Analyze pedestrian network and accessibility.

DOWNTOWN TAKEAWAYS
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HOLMES STREET CORRIDOR TAKEAWAYS

Holmes Street serves as an important corridor for its existing residents and the  
City of Frankfort. Connecting 25 city blocks and spanning nearly two miles, 
Holmes Street is a vital community gateway of the past and future. Protecting 
existing residential properties and infilling vacant lots must be handled with 
care alongside improving the corridor’s streetscape, strengthening pedestrian 
connections to community facilities, and increasing housing options.

WHAT WE HEARD:

• The corridor offers infill opportunities but we need 
to respect the community’s existing scale and 
residents.

• Improve access into Fort Hill, greenspace, 
pedestrian trails, and Downtown connectivity.

• Important gateway into the City that should reflect 
Downtown’s growth.

• Potential to be designated a historical district.

• Opportunity to revitalize existing homes and 
increase housing options.

• The area lacks food access and could be a great 
place for a Farmer’s Market or grocery store.

• Road quality and streetscape must be addressed 
to improve the quality of experience and life in this 
corridor.

HOLMES STREET TAKEAWAYS

WHAT’S NEXT:

• Further connect with existing residents to ensure 
needs and desires are represented.

• Expand on where the ideal infill and revitalization 
opportunities are located.

• Think about the design and intensity of the wayfinding 
and gateway elements along the corridor.

• Coordinate with City’s Holmes Street BUILD 
Planning Project.
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I-64 INTERCHANGE AREAS TAKEAWAYS

Interstate-64 runs east to west across Franklin County and has three major 
interchange areas serving as the primary collectors for in and out traffic into 
the City. The present use of these interchange areas is functional but each has a 
unique opportunity to become attractive and character-defining gateways for 
the community. Residents view each of these interchange areas differently and 
want to see different treatments and intensities for each one. 

WHAT WE HEARD:

• These are important gateways into our community, 
and we need focus on making them attractive and 
welcoming with attractive landscaping and design 
elements unique to us.

• Avoid expanding strip mall development and focus 
on infill growth and mixed use developments.

• Preserve greenspace and agricultural land at the 
KY-151 interchange to preserve its rural character.

• Expand US-127’s industrial uses on the south side 
and residential uses on the north side.

I-64 INTERSECTIONS TAKEAWAYS

WHAT’S NEXT:

• Complete a gateway analysis which highlights the 
system’s hierarchy and recommended intensities, 
design, and uses.

• Review existing land uses surrounding the 
interchanges to ensure smart growth and important 
community viewsheds are protected.

• Highlight priority development and redevelopment 
locations at each interchange to focus efforts.
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US-127 SOUTH CORRIDOR TAKEAWAYS

US Highway 127 South is a corridor identified for potential growth with 
proposed utility expansions and being a part of the Kentucky Bourbon Trail. 
While the area may be prime for development, the plan must respect the 
natural beauty and the community’s desire to protect the County’s agricultural 
identity. Development along this corridor should blend with the rural character, 
be clustered and walkable, and avoid sprawling strip malls. Any industrial 
uses added to the corridor should be well screened and setback from the 
street. Heading north into the City is a great gateway opportunity, and uses 
are encouraged to attract and capture visitors on the Bourbon Trail.

WHAT WE HEARD:

• Explore this corridor as a bourbon tourist gateway 
into the community with a visitor center and other 
tourism uses.

• Keep the corridor scenic and maintain the existing 
character.

• Avoid spot development and strip malls.

• Growth should be clustered and not sprawling.

• Industrial uses are appropriate if it’s buffered 
appropriately and does not damage the existing 
rural identity.

• Enhance the gateway and entrance into our 
community.

I-127 SOUTH CORRIDOR TAKEAWAYS

WHAT’S NEXT:

• Determine utility expansion extents and 
opportunities.

• Identify locations for rural protected areas, open 
spaces, potential industrial sites, commercial 
developments, and residential growth.

• Think about the gateway design and intensity 
heading north into the City.
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RIVERLANDS TAKEAWAYS

The Riverlands was the most visited station during Phase Two’s in-person 
engagement events. Plan stakeholders understand the magnitude and 
importance of this area in the community. Everything reported during the 
planning process has pointed towards the importance of preserving the area’s  
environmental integrity and beauty. This includes leaning into a potential  
adventure tourism identity that highlights what makes the Riverlands so special, 
including increased River access, water activities, camping, rock climbing, zip-
lining, disc golfing, biking, fishing, and so much more.

WHAT WE HEARD:

• Needs more trails, parks, and river access. 55% of 
respondents supported low-intensity recreational 
and adventure tourism uses in the Riverlands, 0% 
answered in opposition, and 45% did not answer.

• Great opportunity to capitalize on the County’s 
beauty and encourage adventure tourism (e.g., 
hiking, fishing, kayaking, river surfing, zip lining, 
biking, nature center).

• Maintain scenic viewsheds, restrict growth, and 
protect the region from industrial uses.

• High intensity conservation and protection of fertile 
agricultural land and rural character.

• Enhance the quality of the riverways and their 
riparian corridors.

RIVERLANDS TAKEAWAYS

WHAT’S NEXT:

• Determine best locations for outdoor recreation 
expansion.

• Review river accessibility and where we can 
improve access.

• Capitalize on US-127’s beauty and design a 
gateway that celebrates the community and 
welcomes visitors.
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CONCLUSION

After seven events and an online survey, we have learned much from the Frankfort and Franklin 
County communities about key areas for protection and growth, how the community wants to 
move forward, and your needs. We are so excited to be wrapping up Phase #2 and beginning 
to turn towards planning and drafting the plan.

HERE’S WHAT TO EXPECT NEXT:

• Future Land Use Analysis and Proposal

• Goals and Objectives for the plan

• Plan Outline

• Plan Recommendations and Draft

• Public Review

FOLLOW THE PROJECT AND CONNECT WITH US AT:

www.distilledtogether.com

CONCLUSION


